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Application Note
Introduction

In a pulsed radar system, one of the key transmitter-side components is the pulse power amplifier (see Figure 1). Power amplifiers, whether solid state or vacuum tube, used in pulse radar systems need to output up to several kilowatts of power. Since WWII, engineers have been trying to perfect the design of pulsed power amplifiers to support wider bandwidth, thus allowing more data to be transferred, and to increase efficiency to enhance power consumption efficiency.

One of the key measurements required for evaluating a wide bandwidth (greater than 100 MHz) using a pulse power amplifier is pulse rise time. Currently there are several instruments capable of measuring the rise time of the RF pulsed power amplifier, including a high sampling oscilloscope with a diode detector, an RF peak power meter, and an RF spectrum analyzer using zero-span mode. This application note focuses on a new measurement instrument: the Keysight Technologies 8990B peak power analyzer (PPA). It is the highest performance peak power meter in the power meter test and measurement industry. The 8990B is easy-to-use and provides highly accurate fast rise/fall times measurements.

This application note illustrates how using the 8990B peak power analyzer allows you to confidently measure sub-5 nanosecond rise time on radar pulses (Figure 2). The document also explains how equivalent time sampling (ETS) is used to measure rise time. Some tips are provided to show you how to ensure you obtain the correct rise/fall time measurement results.
Pulse Shaping (Profiling)

When developing a wideband power amplifier or transmitter device, signal processing and modeling techniques such as the pulse profiling or shaping have been used to make sure RF pulses transmitted out meet the bandwidth requirement (see Figure 3). Filtering design also plays an important role in determining the RF pulse profile.

For example, a sloping leading edge (rise time) affects the minimum range as well as range accuracy or resolution. This means that the range resolution of a pulsed radar system is fundamentally limited by the bandwidth of the transmitted pulse; the wider the bandwidth, the better the range resolution.

![Various Pulse Profiling](image)

Figure 3. Pulse profiling illustration
The Challenge in Measuring Fast Rise Time

When trying to measure a very fast pulse rise/fall time on an RF pulse, minimizing measurement uncertainty is important. Consequently, obtaining an accurate rise time on the device under test (DUT) requires the use of a measurement device with a rise time that is faster than the expected rise/fall time. To further reduce measurement uncertainty, it is desirable to directly measure the RF pulse from the DUT, eliminating the use of adaptors or convertors.

As mentioned earlier, the 8990B PPA has a sub-5 nanosecond rise time capability using equivalent time sampling (ETS). (ETS is explained in the next section.) Using the 8990B with two wideband and fast power sensors (the N1923A and N1924A), the DUT's RF pulse signals can be measured directly. This setup is ideal, particularly when measuring a fast rise/fall time, since measurement uncertainty is kept to minimum because the signal correction is done inside the power meter.

Figure 4 shows the rise time measurement error (in percentage) versus the DUT's actual rise time. The graph is constructed based on the following simple error equation:

\[
\text{Risetime Error} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{Risetime}_{\text{Instrument}}^2 + \text{Risetime}_{\text{DUT}}^2 - \text{Risetime}_{\text{DUT}}^2}{\text{Risetime}_{\text{DUT}}}} \times 100\%
\]

Figure 4. 8990B rise time measurement error vs. DUT rise time
Equivalent Time Sampling

Equivalent time sampling (ETS) works by constructing a picture or waveform of the input signal by accumulating samples over many waves of triggering cycles. As illustrated in Figure 5, when the ETS feature of the 8990B PPA is turned on, an accurate time-to-digital converter (DTC) subdivides 10 more bins (points) over multiple triggers samples, meaning the DTC can accurately locate 10 more smaller time samples in each trigger. The sampling rate of the power meter channels (channels 1 and 4) are effectively boosted up from the 100 MSa/s real-time sampling to 1 GSa/s sampling when ETS is used. This is a common sampling technique and is used in some of the conventional digital oscilloscopes to effectively increase the sampling rate to capture fast and repetitive signals.

![Figure 5. 8990B equivalent time sampling illustration](image-url)
Equivalent Time Sampling

In the 8990B PPA, ETS is turned on automatically only when the time base setting is set below 500 ns/div. At 500 ns/div and above, ETS is turned off; in other words it is in real time sampling of 100 MSa/s. To check whether ETS is turned on or off, simply click on the Status tab at the bottom of the 8990B measurement panel (shown in Figure 6 below). The panel also shows if the ETS acquisition status is acquiring or completed.

The limitation of this measurement method is that ETS works best on repetitive signals. ETS cannot be used for single-shot or non-repetitive signals because there are not be enough data samples to reconstruct the signal waveform. For these instances, there is an option to manually turn off the ETS even if the time base is set to below 500 ns/div. This allows you to analyze non-repetitive RF pulses, provided the rise/fall time is greater than 50 ns.

The other limitation of ETS is the triggering time. The longer the waiting time for one trigger to be armed and completed, the longer it takes for ETS to fill the 10 acquisition bins and subsequently build back the RF pulse waveform.
Tips For Obtaining Correct Rise/Fall Time Measurement

The flowchart shown in Figure 7 is a guideline to optimize the rise/fall time measurement result in the 8990B PPA. As it shows, there are two pre-determined factors that you need to know in order to obtain the best rise/all time measurement accuracy. The first is for you to know the expected rise time. This data can be found in the DUT’s data specification documents. The second is for you to know whether the signal is repetitive. In most testing conditions, DUT pulses are repetitive since they can be generated from external RF signal sources or when the DUT is operating in service or self test mode.

Figure 7. Flow Chart to Get Optimized Rise/Fall Time Measurement
Conclusion

Accurately measuring RF pulse nano-second range rise/fall time requires the use of a suitable measurement instrument that is properly set up. In a wide band pulse power amplifier, accuracy is especially important since the rise/fall time measurement becomes a critical performance measurement parameter.

The new Keysight 8990B peak power analyzer is an ideal test solution, ensuring measurement accuracy with its 5 nano-seconds rise time performance and easy-to-use graphic interface.
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